
Values for Art Education  

I have been a life-long learner of Art and Design. I have gone from being encouraged to express 
myself artistically in school; to the freedom to explore at University; to a varied career in design. 
Along this path, I have discovered different values, from finding my voice; the liberty to 
experiment; to learn from creating; and reflecting on all experiences. Through this journey, 
various educators have taught me these values, which have moulded me to be the artist-designer 
I am today. In the following essay, I will firstly explore the theory behind these values; to 
examine how other art educator values align and support my own. In the latter part of the essay; I 
will reflect on my educational experiences and how they have shaped these values.  

In the art room, every pupil is an individual. Each pupil brings to the classroom a unique 
thumbprint; a diverse mix of cultural histories. This thumbprint could be scaffolded upon, to find 
the pupils' self-expression (Addison and Burgess, 2014). However, according to Read (1943), the 
teacher cannot teach self-expression; they must catch it as it happens. But how does a teacher see 
this self-expression within the pupil? The teacher needs to become a guide on the side; and not a 
sage on the stage (Morrison, 2014); as the teacher now needs to step back and allow the pupil to 
find their voice. The teacher's role now becomes that of an 'attendant, guide, inspirer, psychic-
midwife' (Read, 1943, p.209); as the teacher now has to decide when to intervene. Does the 
teacher provide ready-made formulae for the pupil (Addison and Burgess, 2014); or, does the 
teacher promote autonomy; so the pupil finds their way, and discovers their individuality? 

There is an issue in schools with individuality, as in most subjects there is only one concrete 
answer. (Eisner, 2002). 'The arts, however, march to a different drummer' (ibid, p.745); as art 
education is unique for developing individual responses; it seeks out diverse outcomes. Personal 
autonomy could be developed through art, as pupils can feel and believe what is right in their 
artwork (ibid). It is as this root-point where the pupil reaches the zone of proximal development. 
(Addison and Burgess, 2014; Hickman, 2005; Efland, 2002). This zone is where self-directed 
learning emerges, and the pupil begins to chart their journey. The pupil is allowed to explore free 
from teacher direction; but the teacher needs to consider ways to progress the pupil's thinking 
(Eisner, 2002); and find ways to encourage self-directed and increased learning (Hickman, 
2005). This journey needs to be challenging; if there is no challenge; there is no growth (Eisner, 
2002). But, to grow and discover themselves through art; the pupil needs to make art. The 
question now is, how does making art educate a pupil; and how is cognition developed through 
it? 

Many art educators have argued for arts' role in cognitive development. Efland (2002) begins 
with 'art is often taught as though it were about feelings and emotions and not ideas' (p.10); he 
implies that the growth in cognition results from being reflexive with art; studying it, as opposed 
to making it (ibid). Hickman (2005) disagrees with Efland's idea, and argues the 'importance of 
making art as opposed to responding [to it]' (p.976); as learning about art, through critical 
studies, the pupil becomes a passive learner. The pupil needs to be active and engage with 
processes for learning to happen. Addison and Burgess (2014) sum this up succinctly with the 
following: 'I hear, I forget; I see, I remember; I do, I understand' (anon in Addison and Burgess, 
2014, p41). Whilst a pupil is creating, it becomes 'experiential learning . . . where action and 
reflection are coexistent' (ibid, p.41). To put this another way; doing and thinking go hand-in-
hand.  



If a pupil paints something; draws something; prints something; sculpts something, or any other 
art-making method, they think-whilst-doing it; they are reflexive-in-action. Eisner (2002) 
strengthens this statement, as growth occurs through 'the making of art; where the most complex 
and subtle forms of thinking take place' (p.50). This thinking-whilst-doing comes from making 
decisions, developing skills, tinkering with imagination, which could also give rise to perception 
and understanding (ibid). This reflection-in-action leads to choices, but this could also empower 
the pupil; they are free to make their own decisions and grow their self-esteem and confidence. 
Each new option, or decision, takes the pupil on an unfamiliar road; the road to experimenting. 

Ambiguity and flexibility are two words to consider whilst experimenting. There could be new 
ways of doing something with ambiguity; or the unknown, which could be un-earthed by trying-
it-out. The pupil may be freed from the shackles of 'prescriptive rules and procedures' (Eisner, 
2002, p.229) and allowed to explore into the unknown; to stop questioning if something is 
correct. Experiential learning happens through this exploration as the pupil tries new ways of 
working (Hickman, 2005). Mistakes will happen along the way, and a pupil may see this as a 
failure. However, failure is allowed in art; if anything, it is encouraged; this is where the learning 
happens. Failure is looked at in a new way, as a first-attempt-in-learning (1) (Kalam, 2020). But, 
through mistakes, happy errors could also result, or a better term, surprises. 

New outcomes result from surprises; which is where a flexible approach is needed to guide the 
pupil on a different path. It is a term Dewey (1938) refers to as flexible purposing; it leads to 
'improvisation'; the ability to 'shift direction'; to seek out and 'redefine one's aims' (Eisner, 2002, 
p.1249). The pupil is problem solving and taking a new path, and it is in these new outcomes; not 
foreseen, that benefit from making and experimenting in the arts (ibid). The surprises provide 
new insights and avenues to explore; however, it does require the pupil to take risks, which is 
where the pupil has a choice (ibid). This choice could further empower the pupil; it allows them 
to choose a new direction, or not to and learn from the decision made. To learn from creating, 
and risk-taking; the pupil needs to reflect on what they have learnt; this is where knowledge 
could be scaffolded further. 

There may be time for reflection in every lesson, either teacher-to-pupil or a group discussion, in 
a critique. There are two useful outcomes in analysing the pupils' artwork; the first is the 
meaning attached to it; the second is the language used to explain it. A critical aspect of teaching 
in art is that the pupil has a voice; they have something to say about their work; it gives their 
work meaning and better understand themselves (Eisner, 2002). The questions asked in a critique 
should not solely focus on skill or technique, as this 'leads to a neglect of matters of intention' 
(ibid, p.841); instead, 'the trick is to find medium questions that can be answered and that take 
you somewhere' (Bruner, 1960, p.40). The pupil, though the critique is making the private-
public, they are conceiving thoughts through representation, and the meanings attached to them. 
This meaning making is central to understanding; and it is through this discussion, in particular, 
the use of an artistic vocabulary in a critique is unique to the Arts (Addison and Burgess, 2014). 

How can an artistic vocabulary be used in a critique to teach literacy and understanding? The 
DfE (2013) states that pupils must 'develop vocabulary . . and give well-structured descriptions' 
to their work to develop literacy (6:1). However, literacy skills development should not 
overshadow the quality of learning in art (Ofsted, 2012). The language used in a critique needs to 
be a 'tool for the development of ideas and reflection'; not for teaching language itself (Addison 



and Burgess, 2014, p.165). Art and design have a unique language; a colourful array of similes 
and metaphors, which could give meaning to the artwork. (Eisner, 2002). The language used by 
the pupil could inform perception, and new experiences, which may result in 'an ascending spiral 
of aesthetic understanding', leading to future learning opportunities. (Stibbs, 2002, p.201). 'Sight 
breeds language and language breeds sight' (Eisner, 2002, p.2824) in a critique; they both enrich 
one another and bring a greater understanding. The critique provides pupils with an opportunity 
to give voice and meaning to their work, and it is unique to each pupil.  

I have found the literature on art education very insightful. The authors' theories and principles 
have reaffirmed my art education values: discovering individuality through art; cognition 
developing whilst creating; experimenting through risk-taking; and how reflection can further 
scaffold learning. Reviewing the literature has allowed me to reflect on my values and recall how 
various art educators have taught me these values. In the following section of this essay, I will 
explore how these values have shaped me; how they impact my current teaching; and how they 
could inform my future pedagogy. 

I have had the opportunity throughout my artistic-designer journey to use my voice and explore 
my identity. I believe the art room is where pupils can explore their individuality to its full 
potential. I have been fortunate to explore this idea with Year 11. For their final year, they have 
been analysing the theme of identity. I have developed a scheme of work that consists of collage 
self-portraits; to explore this theme. As the group is multi-cultural, I thought this would be an 
excellent resource to research; possibly offering diverse outcomes. However, the pupils have 
taught me a lesson; they have expressed themselves through their own social culture, instead of 
using my suggested theme. The group has used imagery from anime, gaming, to make-up, 
themes more akin to their demographic. Reflecting on Read’s (1943) idea that self-expression 
can only be caught and not taught, I have adapted my teaching approach. To catch their self-
expression, I have now adopted Morrison’s (2014) idea and have become a guiding teacher. 
Using this teaching approach has been quite liberating and has had some surprising results. The 
pupils are more engaged; as they are using resources and imagery more relatable to their age. 
The pupils are also building on Eisner’s (2002) idea of what the pupil feels is right with their 
artwork. I agree with Eisner, as the pupils are now choosing their own directions. The pupils' 
have been questioning their work more by charting their journey. Their question usually is: "is 
this correct"; my response has always been: "what do you think?" I have been encouraging the 
pupils to think of their responses and answers; to encourage their self-expression and bring out 
their individuality. In the process, the pupils have become more autonomous, and it is great to 
see them discover their voices. 

This idea of autonomy has led me to reflect on my education at a similar age to Year 11. In 
secondary school, I was fortunate to have a great art teacher, Mr. Gargon. He encouraged and 
guided my creativity to create bigger and better artworks; to work independently, and explore my 
direction. He promoted self-directed learning; taking me to what Efland (2002) described as the 
proximal development zone. This zone is where the pupil explores free from teacher direction. 
However, through the texts I have read, there must be a challenge with this freedom, as Eisner 
(2002) has highlighted; there is no growth without challenge. Mr. Gargon always challenged me; 
he got me to question, only guiding my hand in a technicality. He encouraged me to paint huge 
paintings on wood; exploring my themes that were different from the rest of the class. This 
freedom to explore and chart my direction empowered me and gave me confidence. This 



confidence has stayed with me throughout my education, and beyond, through to my career in 
design. I aspire to develop this same confidence in the pupils I teach and empower them with 
their own choices to develop their individuality. 

In all of the texts I have read, the over-riding theme is that creating art develops cognitive ability. 
Hickman (2005) has argued for the importance of making art, rather than responding to it. He 
theorised that a pupil just responding to art becomes a passive learner; a pupil needs to create art 
for learning to happen. Continuing with this theory, Addison and Burgess's (2014) quote of 'I do; 
I understand' (p.41), is where experiential learning occurs, the pupil is learning whilst making. I 
have experienced this experiential learning in my placement. Like most schools, we have 
knowledge organisers; they outline what is covered, and leant each term. However, as I have 
observed in a recent test with Year 7, the pupils who have not engaged with the art-making 
processes, it is apparent their understanding is missing. Pupils who have just relied on their 
organisers for information are missing crucial learning in art. For example, tone, and its 
description, is in the organiser. However, to fully understand tone, the pupil needs to experiment 
with different grades of pencils, how different pressures create tones; just using tone itself brings 
endless areas for the development of knowledge. Eisner (2002), has summed this up, thinking 
whilst doing develops out of making choices, skills are growing, and learning happens through 
the process. Addison and Burgess (2014) extend this idea, as, through this experiential process, 
learning happens. I have observed this in all year groups during my placement. When pupils 
have been creating artwork; they are learning the skills and techniques involved, they have been 
reflexive-in-action and have learned through creating art. 

Experiential learning, or Addison and Burgess's (2014) idea of I do, I understand, is something I 
have done throughout my artistic-designer journey. From education, to work as a designer, I 
have learnt through creating art and designing. I have gained a wealth of creative and artistic 
experience; all transferable skills I can bring to my teaching. The idea of I do, I understand, led 
me to reflect when I began working as a designer in fashion. I started working in print and 
pattern; the garment designer could not use CAD, so, I did all of his technical specs, and by 
default, I was learning garment design. When the designer left the company, John Feegan, the 
technical manager, approached me. John asked if I would like to do his job; as I was already 
doing it. He went on to teach me the skills and knowledge I lacked; another great educator who 
taught me well. I believe, his old-school teaching of imparting wisdom was some of the best 
education I have ever had. He enthused a love of his profession; showing skills and giving 
knowledge freely. But, all the while I was reflexive-in-action, what Eisner (2002) has described 
as thinking-whilst-doing. I made my own choices and decisions, as I was learning-on-the-go. The 
more I created through my own decisions, the more I learnt, and the more my confidence grew. 
In my future teaching, I hope to encourage the pupils, especially Key stage 4; to be reflexive-in-
action; to learn whilst creating; and build their self-esteem, as mine had been. 

I have been a risk-taker in everything I have done; either in education; or working as a designer, 
I have given something a go, or experimented. I have reveled in the surprise outcomes; these 
outcomes have taken me in a new direction. Eisner (2002) supports the idea of experimenting, 
and I agree with his view; that the arts benefit from new outcomes not foreseen through 
experimentation. The concept of experimenting I have explored with Key stage 4 groups. Getting 
these groups to take-risks; venturing into the unknown has been quite challenging; but, very 
rewarding. They have been too concerned about failure and getting it wrong; however, they have 



not realised the potential new choices could bring. I have been encouraging the group to take 
risks; to question, and reflect on what they are doing. The joy has been the happy surprises, the 
'a-ha' moments; and discussing with the pupils where they could take their work next; how they 
can scaffold it. But, there have been failures too, and I have been mindful of using Kalams 
(2020) words with the pupils, that fail is only a first attempt in learning. However, we have been 
positively using perceived mistakes. I have been encouraging the pupils to reflect and use 
failures positively within their annotation work. Hickman (2005) explores the idea of 
experimenting further that learning happens giving something a try. As the pupils have been risk-
taking; they solve problems and are thinking creatively. As a result, they are now flexible in their 
directions. These outcomes from experimenting to being flexible, I will continue to evolve and 
teach my pupils. 

Flexibility has been my bedfellow throughout my artistic journey. Dewey (1938) highlighted the 
idea of flexible purposing, which resonated with me whilst reading his text. At Prescot college is 
where I explored the concept of flexible purposing the most. Our tutors constantly challenged us 
with ideas and new routes to follow during my foundation art year. We were continually 
changing direction; trying new mediums; to find our voices. The college was a medley of young-
artist, all with individual perspectives. We were always bouncing ideas off each other; all us 
were curious and searching for something different. I felt alive there, experimenting with various 
mediums led to my love of printmaking. I had found my voice through this giving-it-a-go. I 
discovered through printmaking the unexpected outcomes I got from each print; each was 
unique; they all had their imperfections, but, this added to its mystery. If I had not been 
encouraged by my tutors to explore and take risks, I would never have found print. I shall be 
encouraging my pupils to take risks and experiment with new mediums; to be brave into the 
unknown; through this process, they may discover something new about themselves. 

From GCSE through to design; I have always reflected on my work. I believe reflection is 
fundamental to the creative process, whether it is a plenary in school, reflexive whilst working, 
or discussing products in a design critique. As an artist, reflection has improved my work and 
taken me on new directions; as a designer, it has given unique insight to enhance my designs. 
During my placement, I have been getting Key stage 4 to reflect on their work, as I believe this is 
key to their development. Through pupil reflections, I have asked them to think about the 
methods and mediums they have used; and more importantly, the meaning attached to their 
artwork. Finding meaning has been not easy to achieve as the pupils' focus is usually on skill or 
technique. As Bruner (1960) has addressed 'the trick is to find questions that take you 
somewhere' (p.40); I have been using his words wisely with open and hinge questions, and 
getting the pupils to voice their work. Their reflections have not only benefited the pupils; but, 
also myself, I have been able to assess learning and understanding.  

Reflecting with the pupils reminded me of my time at University; I would sit in the art block's 
courtyard and discuss my work with two fellow students, Chris and Sam. We would talk for 
hours about our work; discuss ideas or directions to try. I hugely benefited from these 
discussions, and I learnt and discovered more about myself, and my art, than during the lesson 
critiques. Perhaps, it was the freedom and openness to discuss my ideas, not being judged by my 
tutor or peers. It is an idea I am going to explore further during my placement; to find time for 
peer-to-peer assessment with reflections. I hope this also promotes a climate of together learning, 
which I am eager to assess. 



The other useful outcome from reflection is the language used to explain it. Eisner has 
highlighted that 'sight breeds language and language breeds sight' (2002, p2824), each scaffold 
the other and brings a greater understanding. During reflection, I have observed this in action, 
having seen evidence of this in plenaries. By reflecting using artistic language combined with 
visuals has helped with pupils understanding. My mentor and I also factor vocabulary into all our 
lessons, focusing on keywords throughout lessons; to building on language in lesson starters. 
Using language this way has been vital with developing literacy. However, I believe the 
language used in a plenary, or reflection, is also unique. As Eisner (2002) discusses, the language 
used in art and design is a colourful mix of similes and metaphors, giving new meaning to an 
artwork. During my placement so far, reflection has been a unique experience with each pupil. I 
have enjoyed the experience, especially with year 11, as I have promoted using a rich tapestry of 
artistic language. The challenge has been not putting words into the pupils' mouths, but, giving 
them prompts and clues and encouraging them to find their own words. I have been building on 
the pupils' aesthetic understanding, and vocabulary, and giving meaning to their work.  

Throughout this essay, I have reflected and explored the values for what I believe to be 
fundamental for an arts education. I have concluded that through each new artwork, the pupils 
are re-creating themselves. I have learned that the teacher needs to either catch the pupil’s 
individuality; or guide them to find it. Discovering the pupil needs to create art for learning and 
knowledge; surprises could also result from experimenting through making; and, the pupil can 
also find voice and meaning through reflection. Through this cycle of creation, experimenting 
and reflection, the pupil discovers their identity and ultimately, their individuality. During my 
placement, I have already begun to include these ideas into my pedagogy. I have been 
encouraging self-directed learning by guiding the pupils with their own choices and directions. 
For learning to happen, I have promoted artwork creation, with the theory to support further 
understanding. I have inspired risk-taking; despite my pupils fear of failure in the process. 
Finally, I have encouraged giving meaning to the pupils' artwork through reflections. 

I would like to further scaffold my future aims as a trainee teacher, on what I have learned and 
reflected on, by using the values I have explored. To encourage self-expression, I will be guiding 
the pupils to become more autonomous; and use their own social culture as a platform for 
learning. Being reflexive-in-action is another aim; I have started this with KS4 as I have given 
them notebooks to record processes and thoughts; this is to record their journeys and promote 
learning through creating. I hope to encourage flexible purposing with my pupils; I have already 
started with risk-taking; however, the next step will be to see if they can change direction and 
take new paths. Finally, I am looking forward to assessing peer-to-peer reflections; to see if by 
not being judged by a teacher or the group, the pupil can give different meaning and 
understanding to their work. 

I look forward to seeing the outcomes of using my values; thus far, I have had some positive 
results of what I have used and tested. I will continue to explore my ideas and reflect on how 
they will inform my future pedagogy as a teacher of art and design. 

Word Count: 3846 words. 
 



(1) Other quotes by A P J Abdul Kalam include: End is not the end, in fact E.N.D. means "Effort Never Dies"; If 
you get No as an answer, remember N.O. means "Next Opportunity". So Let's be positive," turning a negative into a 
positive is a crucial aim for teaching. 
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